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Abstract
Metabolomics is a key approach in modern functional genomics and systems biology.
Due to the complexity of metabolomics data, the variety of experimental designs, and
the variety of existing bioinformatics tools, providing experimenters with a simple and
efficient resource to conduct comprehensive and rigorous analysis of their data is of
utmost importance. In 2014, we launched the Workflow4Metabolomics (W4M;
http://workflow4metabolomics.org) online infrastructure for metabolomics built on the
Galaxy environment, which offers user-friendly features to build and run data analysis
workflows including preprocessing, statistical analysis, and annotation steps. Here we
present the new W4M 3.0 release, which contains twice as many tools as the first
version, and provides two features which are, to our knowledge, unique among online
resources. First, data from the four major metabolomics technologies (i.e., LC-MS,
FIA-MS, GC-MS, and NMR) can be analyzed on a single platform. By using three
studies in human physiology, alga evolution, and animal toxicology, we demonstrate
how the 40 available tools can be easily combined to address biological issues.
Second, the full analysis (including the workflow, the parameter values, the input data
and output results) can be referenced with a permanent digital object identifier (DOI).
Publication of data analyses is of major importance for robust and reproducible
science. Furthermore, the publicly shared workflows are of high-value for e-learning
and training. The Workflow4Metabolomics 3.0 e-infrastructure thus not only offers a
unique online environment for analysis of data from the main metabolomics
technologies, but it is also the first reference repository for metabolomics workflows.
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Graphical abstract

Highlights
● A single online resource for LC-MS, FIA-MS, GC-MS and NMR metabolomics data analysis
● 40 tools for data processing, statistical analysis, and metabolite identification
● The user-friendly Galaxy interface for building, running, saving and sharing workflows
● The first repository for the publication of workflows and histories with a permanent DOI
● Key materials and interactive environment for e-learning and teaching
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(O)PLS-DA, (Orthogonal) Partial Least Squares - Discriminant Analysis
PCA, Principal Component Analysis
ppm, parts-per-million
QC, Quality control sample (pool of all samples)
SVM, Support Vector Machine
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1. Introduction
Metabolomics is the comprehensive quantification and characterization of the small
molecules involved in metabolic chemical reactions (Oliver et al., 1998; Nicholson et
al., 1999). It is a promising approach in functional genomics and systems biology for
phenotype characterization and biomarker discovery, and has been applied to
agriculture, biotechnology, microbiology, environment, nutrition, and health (Holmes
et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2012; Rolin, 2013; Kell and Oliver, 2016; Johnson et al.,
2016). Complementary analytical approaches, such as Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
(NMR) or High-Resolution Mass Spectrometry (HRMS) coupled to Liquid
Chromatography (LC) or Gas Chromatography (GC), can be used after minimal
sample preparation. These technologies allow routine detection of hundreds to
thousands of signals in a variety of biological samples such as cell cultures, organs,
biofluids, or biopsies (Cuperlovic-Culf et al., 2010; Brown et al., 2012). Due to the high
complexity and large amount of signals generated, however, data analysis remains a
major challenge for high-throughput metabolomics (Johnson et al., 2015).

Analysis of metabolomics data (i.e., computational metabolomics) can be divided into
three steps: preprocessing of raw data to generate the sample by variable matrix of
intensities, statistical analysis to detect variables of interest and build prediction
models, and annotation of variables to provide insight into their chemical and biological
functions (Fig. 1). The two latter steps (statistics and annotation) can also be
performed in the reverse order to get a first-pass overview of the dataset content by
performing automatic query of metabolite databases. Furthermore, each step is
subdivided into multiple successive, or alternative tasks. For example, preprocessing
includes peak detection, denoising, and alignment. Statistical analysis involves
normalization, univariate hypothesis testing and multivariate modeling. Finally,
annotation relies on peak or spectrum matching with in-house and public databases
of metabolites and spectra. This results in a high number of possible combinations of
individual tasks to analyze in a dedicated data set. In addition, new methods and
software tools constantly emerge to further expand, or refine, metabolomics analysis.
Each of them has specific parameters and installation requirements. Typical data
analysis by successive use of various software is time-consuming, repetitive, and
error-prone: switching from one software to the other requires multiple steps of data
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manipulation (import/export, up/download, format conversion). Additionally, the
workflow (i.e., the sequence of software tools and the parameter values) is not saved,
thus preventing efficient and reproducible analysis.

Fig. 1. The Workflow4Metabolomics 3.0 online infrastructure (e-infrastructure) for data
analysis of metabolomics experiments. Metabolomics experiments start with the biological
question to be addressed, which, in turn, defines the experimental design. Sample collection,
preparation, and analysis with NMR or MS instruments are then performed with the
appropriate quality controls (reagent blanks, sample pools, etc.). The preprocessing step
generates the sample by variable matrix of peak intensities. Statistical analysis includes
normalization and batch-effect correction, univariate hypothesis testing, multivariate modeling,
and feature selection. Annotation relies on the query of compounds and spectral databases,
such as KEGG (Kanehisa and Gotto, 2000) and HMDB (Wishart et al., 2007). Identified
metabolites can then be linked within genome-scale reconstructed networks, such as
MetExplore (Cottret et al., 2010). More than 40 modules (tools) are currently available on the
Workflow4Metabolomics e-infrastructure for building comprehensive LC-MS, FIA-MS, GCMS, and NMR preprocessing, statistical analysis, and metabolite annotation (Table 1).
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Workflow management systems are software tools to compose and execute a series
of computational tasks in a reproducible way (Leipzig, 2017). In the last decade,
software environments with user-friendly features for creating, running, and sharing
workflows have been developed, such as Galaxy (Giardine et al., 2005), Taverna (Hull
et al., 2006), or KNIME (Berthold et al., 2006). Their graphical interfaces enable users
who are not familiar with programming to build their workflow, by selecting tools and
their parameters, and chain them in the desired order. Experimenters can therefore
concentrate on the scientific design of the analysis and the interpretation of results,
without worrying about software installation, command lines, scripts, data format and
data management.

Fig. 2. Galaxy features to create workflows on the W4M e-infrastructure. Selected
computational tools (left panel), with the specific parameters values (right panel), can be
chained to build the workflow (middle panel). Alternatively, workflows can be directly extracted
from the current history by selecting Extract workflow from the History options menu.

Galaxy is a major environment for workflow management available through a classic
web-browser, with more than 50,000 users worldwide and hundreds of tools available
(Boekel et al., 2015). The project started in the genomic community (Giardine et al.,
2005; Goecks et al., 2010), and further expanded to other omics fields such as
proteomics (Boekel et al., 2015; Jagtap et al., 2014; Jagtap et al., 2015). The Galaxy
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environment provides intuitive and powerful features that enable the experimenter to
build and run complex workflows. For example, a tool can be re-run after changing a
single parameter value with only two mouse clicks. The workflow (chained tools +
selected parameter values) can be designed within a graphical editor interface (named
canvas; Goecks et al., 2010; Fig. 2), and then run on the input data to obtain a history
(workflow + attached input and output data). Alternatively, a history can be built by
tuning the successive tools sequentially on the selected data set, and, once the history
is completed, by extracting the corresponding workflow. A key feature is that both the
workflow and the history can be saved and shared between users.

To develop Galaxy pipelines for metabolomics, and make them available to the user
community worldwide, we created the Workflow4Metabolomics online infrastructure
(W4M e-infrastructure; Giacomoni et al., 2015). At that time, W4M already provided
20 tools (some of them being newly developed for the infrastructure, while others
corresponded to the integration of existing tools), which enabled the build of
comprehensive workflows for LC-HRMS data analysis (Table 1). W4M not only gave
access to the Galaxy environment to build workflows, but also offered a highperformance computing environment to run the analyses, online documentations, and
a help-desk served by 8 bioinformaticians from the Core Team.

Here, we present the new 3.0 version of the W4M e-infrastructure. The 20 new tools
(Table 1) enable advanced workflows not only for MS technologies (LC-MS, GC-MS
and Flow Injection Analysis: FIA-MS) but also for NMR data. Furthermore, the
complete histories can be referenced online with a permanent DOI, thus enabling fully
reproducible analyses. To demonstrate how the new computational features from
W4M 3.0 can be used to address biological issues, we selected three real LC-MS, GCMS, and NMR case studies from published studies in human physiology, mouse
toxicology, and algae evolution. In the next section (Case Studies), we briefly recall
the objective of the three studies and the analytical methods used to generate the raw
data. In the Results section, we then create three workflows to analyze the data, and
compare the outputs with the published results.
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Table 1
List of available tools on the W4M online infrastructure. The 20 new tools from the 3.0 release
are indicated with (N). The source code of the W4M tools is available on the Galaxy toolshed
(https://toolshed.g2.bx.psu.edu).
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2. Case Studies
We have selected three case studies which illustrate the diversity of the biological
issues, experimental designs, and analytical technologies in metabolomics. Here, we
briefly describe the context, objective, and analytical methods of these three published
studies.

2.1. Sacurine human physiological study (LC-HRMS)
Human urine has been used since Antiquity for disease prediction. Nowadays, this
biofluid

shows

great

promise

for

biomarker

discovery

in

metabolomics.

Characterization of the variations of the urine metabolome with age, BMI, and gender,
is therefore critical not only to better understand human physiology, but also to avoid
confounding effects in biomarker studies. Since physiological information about urine
concentrations is scarce in metabolomics databases, a cohort of 184 volunteers from
the CEA research institute was studied (Roux et al., 2012; Thevenot et al., 2015).
Urine samples were analyzed by Ultra-high Performance Liquid Chromatography
(Hypersil GOLD C18 column) coupled to High-Resolution Mass Spectrometry (LTQOrbitrap Discovery, Thermo Fisher Scientific).

The work by Roux et al. (2012) focused on the identification of the metabolites in urine,
while the second study (Thevenot et al., 2015) analyzed the variations of their
concentrations with age, body mass index (BMI), and gender. Raw data were
preprocessed with XCMS (Smith et al., 2006) and annotated with CAMERA (Kuhl et
al., 2012), and a selection of metabolites of putative interest were identified at levels 1
and 2 (Metabolomics Standard Initiative; Sumner et al., 2007) by matching with the
KEGG (Kanehisa and Gotto, 2000), HMDB (Wishart et al., 2007) and METLIN (Smith
et al., 2005) databases, followed by interpretation of additional MS/MS fragmentation
experiments (Roux et al., 2012). Quantification of their intensities was refined by visual
determination of the peak limits in the raw data (Quan Browser tool from the Xcalibur
software; Thevenot et al., 2015).
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